COURSE OPPORTUNITY

Students on the Undergrad Womxn in Natural Sciences floors have the opportunity to register for a Composition 150 course with other students in the CNS Learning Community (and ideally in Laurel Village where you’ll be living!).

Composition 150 course:
CO150 section 190 M-W-F 08:00 AM - 08:50 (CRN: 68390)

CLUSTER WEEKLY EVENTS!

The Undergrad Womxn in Natural Sciences floors partner with CSU’s Women in Natural Sciences faculty/staff group to host a knitting night every week. This is a great opportunity to network with female faculty in science, learn about them and their career paths, share your experience as a first year woman in science, meet cool people and learn to knit (other crafts are welcome!)

CNSLC Womxn’s Knitting Night: Tuesdays Time TBD (keep an eye out for posters) Pinon Hall Lobby